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The Capacity for a Class of Fractal Functions
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Abstract. We present a formula for the capacity of the graphs of certain fractal
functions. We show that this formula can also be obtained using the Lyapunov
exponents of an associated dynamical system.

Recently there has been great interest in the calculation of the Hausdorff
dimension and the capacity (which are usually the same for compact sets) of
fractals. These dimensions can often only be calculated numerically, however,
there are sets whose scaling properties permit their explicit calculation (see [Mo,
Hu, BaDe, BaHa, BeUr, KaMaYo]).

In this note, we present a formula for the capacity of the graphs of certain
fractal functions. Our result is related to the results of [BeUr, KaMaYo, BaHa].
Finally, we note that our formula can be obtained using the Lyapunov exponents
of an associated dynamical system, supporting a conjecture of Yorke's.

I. Preliminaries

Let K be a compact metric space or a closed subset of R" with distance function d.
Let H be the set of all closed subsets of K. If we introduce the Hausdorff metric

h(A,B) = max ίsup inf d(x, y), sup inf d(x,y)\,
\xeA yeB xeB yeA J

for all A, BeH, on H, then (H, h) is a complete metric space.
Let W X p , z=l,...,iV, be continuous and contractive. Then

(K, Wi: i = 1,..., N) is called a hyperbolic iterated function system (h.i.f.s.) on K. Let
N

w: H P be defined as w(A) = (J w^A), for all AEH, then w is a contraction on H

and thus possesses a unique fixed point. This fixed point is called the attractor for
the h.i.f.s. (K, wt: i = 1,..., N) (see [Hu, BaDe, Ba]). (K, wt: i = 1,..., N) admits a
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stationary measure μ, the so-called p-balanced measure, given by

N

\φdμ = Σ Pi ί Φ°Widμ
K i=ί K

for all φeC(K) and a set of probabilities p = (Pι, .. ?PN) ( s e e [BaDe]).
Now let K = [ 0 , l ] x R and let {(xi,yi):ί = 0, ...,N} be JV+1 interpolation

points in K. We will restrict ourselves to the case of equal horizontal scalings
1

We now define a h.i.f.s. (K,xvt: i= 1,...,N) the following way

wt: K P

1 0\
' x^

i

Then the maps wί? ίe{l,.. .,N}, are contractive in the complete metric space
(K, (5), where

δ(( ) ( )) | | + \ \\v1-v2

with j8>max{|6 i |: i=l,...,ΛΓ}, (ul9u2)9 (vl9υ2)eK. Hence (K, Wi'.i= 1, ...,JV)
possesses a unique attractor which is easily shown to be the graph of a continuous
function f:K^> passing through {xo,yo)9 ...,(xN,yN). f is called a fractal
interpolation function (f.i.f.) (for details and more general f.i.f.'s see [Ba]).

II. Main Result

Recall the capacity C(S) of a bounded set S is defined to be

r log^(ε)
lim — , if it exists,

8-o logε
where Jf{£) denotes the minimum number of ε balls needed to cover S. Note that
the limit remains unchanged if the continuous variable ε is replaced by any
sequence {εj with επj0 and

Let G be the graph of a f.i.f. / as defined above.
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Let Λ^*(r) be the minimum number of —- x —- squares of ^ needed to cover G

and let Jf(r) be the smallest number of arbitrary — x — squares which cover G.

Clearly, Jf*(r)^Jf(ir). Since we can cover any — x — square in K with two

—- x — squares from <β we have Jf*{r)iL2Jf{r).
\o<gJf*(r)

Thus it suffices to look at lim ——/Λτι;. .
^oo log(ΛΓ)

Theorem. Let G = graph(/), where f is defined above. If Σ | α f | > l and the
interpolation points (xf, yt) are not collinear, then C(G) = l+logN(£\ak\); otherwise
C(G) = 1.

Proof Let Cr e Ή be a "best" cover of G consisting of ^V*(r) —- x — squares

whose interiors are disjoint.
Let C(r, k) denote the collection of all the squares in Cr which lie between
k— 1 k

x = — — and x = —. Let Jf(γ, k) denote the number of squares in C{r, k) and let

^( r , k)= U s${. Since Cr is a "best" covering, every square in Cr must meet G

and since G is the graph of a continuous function, <%(r9 k) must be rectangle of

width ί/Nr and height ' ; . Note that ^Γ*(r) - Σ JT(r, k). The idea of the
proof is to estimate J^*(r + 1) in terms of «

Now consider w^^^, /c)), i e {1,..., JV}, which is a parallelogram contained in
ll(k,ΐ)-l l(k,ΐ)\ _ Λ l(k,ΐ) k i-l ^

x JR, where + 1 = + 1 H — — . Observe that

N N / Nr

Since G = (J wf(G), we have Gc U Wfl U @(r>fc) w f(^(r, k)) is contained in a
i = l i = l \ f c = l

reactangle of width ί/Nr+ί and height

Nr

and thus

Summing over fc and i yields t /F*(r+ l)^JVy^f *(r) + N r + 1 c l 5 where y = Σlβil
l. Induction on r gives eyΓ*
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Case 1. 7 ^ 1 : We then have ^V*(r)^c2rNr, where c2 = Λr*(l) + c1. Hence

Case 2. γ>l: We get jV*(r)^c3(yN)r, where c3 = ^ - . Thus^

We will now find a lower bound for C(G). Since G is the graph of a continuous
function, we have C(G)Ξg 1. Hence if y^ 1, we have C(G) = 1.

If all the interpolation points lie on a common line L, then G = L and so
C(G) = 1. Suppose then that γ>l and not all interpolation points lie on a common
line. We need the following result.

Lemma. If γ>\ and not all interpolation points lie on a common line, then

hm
JV

= o o .

Proof. Since all the interpolation points do not lie on a common line there exists a
je{!,...,N} such that

(see Fig. 1). Clearly

Since G is the graph of a continuous function, we have J^*(r) ̂  [FiVr]. Also ^Γ*

^ Σ [NFWΊ for r ^ 1 (see Fig.2). By induction

l i l
for

and thus aJi) ~ •

Fig. 1 Fig. 2
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Since each st{ e C(r, k) meets G, each W^J^), i e {1,..., N} must also meet G and
so C(r + 1, l(i, fe)) must at least cover a rectangle of height

TV
Thus

Summing over fc and i yields Jf*(r+ \)^{Ny)Jr^{r) — c4N
r+1, where

= 1 + Σ ( 2 | α f | + Ifefl). Induction on r gives

for all 1 ̂ /^r . Note that we can choose / large enough to ensure

1-7

Set

Then Jί*(r) ^ CsCyN)' and thus C(G) ̂  1 + log^y. D

III. Remarks

We can construct a dynamical system (M, Wζ v) associated with the h.i.f.s.
(K,Wj:i=l,...,iV) the following way: M = Kx[0,1], v = μxm (m one-
dimensional Lebesgue measure on [0,1]) and W\M P,

( x ) , ^ = ^ - ^ if y e ^ S i - J ,

where s, = pj +.. . + pt for i = 1,..., JV and s0 = 0 (for similar constructions see [Ba,
FaOtYo, Pe]). Using the maps wf, i=l,...,N, from Sect.II a straightforward
calculation gives the Lyapunov exponents

N I N

i = ί Pi i = ι

and

for this dynamical system. The Lyapunov dimension of v is then given by

provided that λ2>λ3; otherwise

Λ(v,p)=l+ΣPilogN(l/Pi).
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Maximizing over the probabilities pt yields

* Σ \(h

for and Λ = 2 otherwise.

Notice that the capacity of the attractor for the dynamical system (M, W, v) is
1 + C(G) and that Λ — l = C(G) if the interpolation points are not collinear. This
confirms a conjecture of Yorke's in this particular case (see [FrKaYo]).
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